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LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH



switch faster than 10'1 1 seconds. This is 100 times faster than the TILT-MIRROR SWITCH, OPTICAL SWITCH, or any transistor-actuated switch can respond since they can be no faster than 10'9 seconds. LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCHES can be made smaller than 30 microns in length, less than one micron in width, and height depending on the



Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.



speci?c wavelength to be used in the ?ber optic channel. Millions of switches this size can be put in the space of one INTERFEROMETRIC SWITCH discussed above. The LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCHES will also be 100



NOTICE



More than one reissue application has been ?led for the reissue of US. Pat. No. 7,072,536. The reissue applications are application Ser No. 12/216,457, ?led Jul. 3, 2008 and issued as RE 41,645 on Sep. 7, 2010 and this application Ser. No. 12/804,515,?ledJul. 22, 2010, which is a continuation of



times or more fast than the INTERFEROMETRIC SWITCH.



Fiber optic communication will be made 100 or more times



faster using the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH and components will be able to be made the size of computer chip 15



application Ser. No. 12/216,457. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION



1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to a method for switching light sig



20



nals in an optical wave-guide on or off at speeds faster than



components. The amount of information that can be transmit ted across a ?ber optic channel is far greater than can be transmitted across a normal telephone wire. Society needs



fast communication of sound pictures and video signals. Cur rently the switching of these communication signals is lim ited by the speed of the transistor, which actuate at about 10'9 seconds. For society to achieve fast switching of signals the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH is necessary.



101_11' seconds using light to trigger the switch. 2. Description of the Prior Art As technology advances communication of three-dimen



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 25



sional drawings, video, and software applications require



FIG. 1A and B pictures the transparent piezoelectric



more information to be communicated faster than ever. Fiber



LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. The transparent



optical channels can handle much more information than wires can. The slowest part of a ?ber optic communication channel at present are the ?ber optic switching devices. At



piezoelectric material in this switch responds to the electric ?eld of the light passing through it to switch the light signal on 30



present ?ber optic signals are switchedusing various methods that are actuated by transistors. One device pictured in trade



or off. FIG. 1A is the switch in the on position, and FIG. 1B



mirrors are tilted to switch the optical signal from on to off or



is the switch in the off position. The light that throws the switch does not need to be the same wavelength as the light that is caring the signal to be turned off FIGS. 2A and B pictures the sidewall LIGHT TRIG GERED LIGHT SWITCH. This switch is comprised of two parallel pieces of material with a common wall of piezoelec tric material. The electric ?eld of the light passing through the



off to on. The tilting of the switch is actuated by circuits that



channel causes the piezoelectric material of the wall to bend



use transistors, and so are bound to 10'9 seconds speeds at the



and shut off the channel carrying the light. The wall that moves makes the dimensions too small for the light carrying the signal to pass through. FIG. 2A is the switch pictured in the on position, and FIG. 2B is the switch pictured in the off



journals is based on an array ofmirrors. US. Pat. No. 6,178,



033 issued Jan. 23, 2001, which teaches MICROMECHANI CAL MEMBRANE TILT-MIRROR SWITCH, and is issued to Joseph Ford et al. is an example of this kind of device. The



best. The US. Pat. No. 6,594,411, which teaches OPTICAL SWITCH, and is issued to Yueh Liang Chung et al. on Jul. 15 of 2003, makes mention of a piezoelectric element. The



position.



piezoelectric element is actuated by an electrical signal, which is again bound to the 10'9 seconds speeds that transis



FIGS. 3A and B pictures the compressible ?uid LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. The particular compress ible ?uid might be most conveniently ?lled with a gas. Argon, nitrogen, a petroleum distillate or air could be the compress ible ?uid. The piezoelectric material at the bottom of the



tors can accomplish. The US. Pat. No. 5,703,975 that teaches



INTERFEROMETRIC SWITCH patented by William Miller etal. on Dec. 30, 1997 might be faster, but they are physically long for the present need for miniaturized components. The



compressible ?uid portion of the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH responds to the light passing through the



components are more than a centimeter in length in William Miller’s device. To meet the demands that technical advances require optical switches need to be a few micrometers in



channel and compresses the compressible ?uid. The com



length.



pressible ?uid portion of the channel is compressed to dimen sions that are too small, preventing the light signal from continuing through the channel. FIG. 3A is the switch pic



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 55



The LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH uses the



inability of electromagnetic waves to travel through a channel that is dimensionally smaller than the wave length to turn



light off the light signal in a ?ber optical channel. Opening up the ?ber optical channel to a dimension large enough allows the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH to turn on the



signal in an optical channel. The LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH uses dimensional changes of piezoelectric materials in an electric ?eld to effect the closing or opening of ?ber optical channels. The electric ?eld of light in the channel is the electric ?eld that effects the change in the piezoelectric material. LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCHES can



tured in the on position, and FIG. 3B is the switch pictured in



the off position. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION The LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH uses the



characteristic of piezoelectric material that the dimensions of the piezoelectric material change when it is in?uenced by an electric ?eld. The electric ?eld of light in a channel is the electric ?eld that the piezoelectric material responds to in the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH here described. Light channels will be made larger or smaller as the piezo electric material changes dimensions in response to the in?u
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ence of the electric ?eld of the light passing through the channel. When a light channel is opened up from being too small to alloW light signals to pass though them by the response of the pieZoelectric material to the electric ?eld of light passing through the channel, the sWitch is on. When the channel is made small enough light signals of certain Wave lengths Will no longer pass through the smaller channel. When the light signals Will not pass through the light channel that has been made smaller, the signal is sWitched off. Some pieZoelectric materials have a crystal orientation that must be aligned With the electric ?eld that Will cause it to change



light signal does not pass through it. The light that actuates the sWitch may be of the same frequency as the light of the signal that is turned on or off. It is the poWer of the light that actuates 5



the sWitch. The light that actuates the sWitch may be of smaller Wavelength than the light signal that is turned on or off. In this case the light that actuates the signal may continue



to pass through the sWitch While the light signal is prevented from passing. In FIG. 2A, arroW 10 indicates light passing into the sWitch. Rectangular solid 11 is the pieZoelectric material that may be opaque or transparent. Plane 13 is the



interface betWeen the light channel and the pieZoelectric material. The interface is ?at because it is not being acted upon by the electric ?eld of a light signal of su?icient poWer to cause the material to respond. Rectangular solid 17 is the



shape. Other pieZoelectric materials can be heated up in a



magnetic ?eld and oriented to respond in the desired direction to the electric ?eld that Will be applied. In constructing these LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCHES, the orientation of the crystal or the magnetic orientation of the pieZoelectric



light channel of the sWitch. ArroW 15 is indicating the light passing through the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH.



material must be directed to have the maximum dimensional



The sWitch is in the on condition. In FIG. 2B, arroW 20 that



change at right angles (that is perpendicular) to the direction



indicates the light passing into the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. Rectangular solid 21 is the pieZoelectric



of the light in the light channel to be sWitched. The electric ?eld that Will be causing the sWitching Will be at right angles



20



(that is perpendicular) to the path of the light in the light channel. Examples of crystalline pieZoelectric materials are quartz (SiO2), lithium niobate (LiNbO3), lead Zirconate (PbZrO3), lead titanate (PbTiO3), and lead Zirconate titanate. Lead Zirconate titanate is also called PZT. Examples of pieZo



material of the sWitch that can be opaque or transparent.



Curved plane 23 is the interface betWeen the pieZoelectric material and the light channel of the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. Curved plane 23 is bent in response to the



electric ?eld of the appropriate sWitching light passing 25



through the sWitch. Rectangular solid 25 is the light channel of the sWitch that is closed doWn to dimensions that are beloW



electric materials that can be oriented in a magnetic ?eld are lead Zirconate and lead titanate or lead Zicronate titanate.



the cut off frequency of the light signal that Was entering the



Quartz and lithium niobate are transparent pieZoelectric materials. An example of the desired interaction folloWs. The



the light signal is passing through the LIGHT TRIGGERED



electric ?eld in volts needed to actuate a sWitch Will be cal



sWitch. It Will be noticed that there is no arroW indicating that 30



LIGHT SWITCH. This sWitch is in the off state. In FIG. 3A,



35



arroW 30 is the light signal passing into the LIGHT TRIG GERED LIGHT SWITCH. Rectangular solid 31 is the ?rst part of the light channel in the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. Rectangular solid 31 Will be a solid transparent material. Space 33 is the middle section of the LIGHT TRIG



milliWatt signal in a fourth of a micron channel is 10 volts.



GERED LIGHT SWITCH Which is ?lled With a ?uid mate



This voltage Will be employed to actuate the LIGHT TRIG



40



rial like air. Plane 32 is the interface betWeen the pieZoelectric material of the sWitch 39 and the middle space 33 of the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. The interface is ?at and not being acted upon by the electric ?eld of a sWitching



culated using the poWer in Watts of the light in the channel.



The Poynting vector equation Which is Written E:(2u0 c p)”2 Will be used to make this calculation. Where no is 4 pi>


GERED LIGHT SWITCH turning on or off the signals in a



?ber optic channel. The voltage the light develops Will change the dimensions of the 2065 A channel by 40 A When lead



light that Would change the pieZoelectric material. Rectangu



Zecronate titnate is used. Lead Zecronate titonate has a pieZo electric strain coe?icient of 3.90>


lar solid 35 is the ?nal section of the light channel in the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. Rectangular solid 35 Will be composed of a transparent material. ArroW 37 is



light (8180 A), commonly used for ?ber optics, Will be able to travel in a channel just bigger than 2045 A and Will not travel doWn a channel smaller. When the 2065 A channel changes to



45



indicating the light signal passing through the sWitch. The



2014 A the light Will be shut off. Light of 8056 A Wavelength



sWitch is in an on condition in FIG. 3A. In FIG. 3B, arroW 40



or shorter could still pass through the sWitch. The draWings further clarify the invention. In FIG. 1A, arroW 1 indicates the light passing into the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT



indicates a light signal entering the ?rst part of the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. Rectangular solid 41 is the ?rst part of the light channel of the LIGHT TRIGGERED



SWITCH. Rectangular solid 3 is the transparent pieZoelectric material of the sWitch. The pieZoelectric material is not being acted upon by the electric ?eld of a sWitching light signal that



50



LIGHT SWITCH. Rectangular solid 41 Will be a solid trans



parent material. Space 43 is the middle part of the light channel of the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH.



is of su?icient poWer to cause the pieZoelectric material to



change. ArroW 4 is the light passing out of the open LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. The sWitch is in the on



55



condition. In FIG. 1B, arroW 7 indicates the light passing into the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. Rectangular solid 5 is the transparent pieZoelectric material of the sWitch. Curved side 9 indicates the curve of the side of the transparent pieZoelectric material as it responds to the electric ?eld of the light that is causing the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH to turn off by constricting the path of the light beloW the cut off frequency for the signal. The electric ?eld that is high enough voltage to cause this response is of light that is of



60



Space 43 is ?lled With a ?uid material like air, petroleum products or other compressible ?uid. Curved plane 47 is the interface betWeen the pieZoelectric part of the LIGHT TRIG GERED LIGHT SWITCH and the transparent ?uid part of the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. Curved plane 47 is curved up into space 43, and the light signal Will not pass through the sWitch because the dimensions of the channel are too small. Rectangular solid 45 is the pieZoelectric material of the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH Which in this case is responding to the electric ?eld of a light that is causing the sWitch to be turned off. Rectangular solid 49 is the last part of the light channel of the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT



suf?cient poWer. It Will be noted that noW there is no arroW 65 SWITCH in FIG. 3B. Rectangular solid 49 Will be composed



indicating the light passing out of the LIGHT TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH. This sWitch is in the off condition. The



of a solid transparent material. It Will be noticed that there is no arroW indicting that the light passes through the LIGHT
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[13. A light switch for light signals as claimed in claims



TRIGGERED LIGHT SWITCH in this drawing. The switch in FIG. 3B is in an off condition. The three drawings of the



one, two or three where the piezoelectric material responds to



the power level of the light in the channel turning the switch on and off] [14. A light switch for light signals as claimed in claims one, two, or three where the light that accomplishes the switching of the light signal in the channel is imposed upon a conductor near the light channel with the signal that is



Light Toggled Light Switches are schematic drawings. In actual switches, additional layers of material will be used to secure, cover, and align the ?ber optic switches in a ?ber optic



assembly.



switched in it.]



What I claim as my invention is:



15. An on/o?‘switchfor light in a channel comprising: a transparent light channel; and a piezoelectric element, disposed within said transparent



[1. An on and off switch for light in a channel comprising a transparent piezoelectric light channel that is made A. larger in cross section by the action of the electric ?eld



light channel,



of light passing through the channel there by opening to



wherein a crystal orientation ofsaidpiezoelectric element



the passage of the light signals for the switch to be in the



is aligned with a direction ofpropagation oflight ofa ?rst wavelength traversing said channel and impinging on said piezoelectric element, thereby enabling said light ofsaid?rst wavelength traversing said channel and



on condition



B. smaller in cross section by the action of the electric ?eld



of light passing through the channel there by closing to the passage of the light signals for the switch to be in the



impinging on said piezoelectric element to change a



off condition.]



shape ofsaidpiezoelectric element, thereby closing said



[2. An on and off switch for light in a channel comprising a channel next to a piece of piezoelectric material where the



channel carrying the light is made



20



A. larger in cross section by the action of the electric ?eld of the light in the channel on the piece of piezoelectric



light channel,



material that by contracting opens the light carrying channel to light signals causing the on condition B. smaller in cross section by the action of the electric ?eld



25



channel and impinging on said piezoelectric element,



material that by expanding into the light carrying chan nel closes the light channel to light signals causing the



thereby enabling said light of saidfirst wavelength tra



off condition.] 30



tric element along said axis, thereby closing said wherein said on/o?‘switch is actuated by apower ofsaid light 35



easily passes through the channel causing the on condi nel to smaller dimensions so that the light signal may not 40



that is actuated by the power of the switching light, which is the same wavelength as the light signal in the channel that is switched on and off] [5. A light switch as claimed in claims one, two, or three



that is actuated by the power of the switching light, which is a shorter wavelength than the light signal in the channel that



45



50



ofsaidfirst wavelength. 24. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 23,



second wavelength ofsaid light.



passing through it.]



tric material that responds to the power of the light in the channel turning the switch on and off]



23. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 16, wherein said on/o?‘switch is actuated by apower ofsaid light wherein said?rst wavelength ofsaid light is the same as said



where the piezoelectric material is transparent to the light



two-three were more than one wall of the switch is piezoelec



wherein said channel is?lled with a compressible?uid. conductor near said transparent light channel.



is switched en and off] [7. A light switch for light signals as claimed in claim one



[8. A light switch for light signals as claimed in claim three where the compressible ?uid is a gas.] [9. A light switch to, light signals as claimed in claim three where the compressible ?uid is a mixture of gases.] [10. A light, switch for light signals as claimed in claim three where the compressible ?uid is a liquid] [11. A light switch for light signals as claimed in claim three where the compressible ?uid is a mixture of liquids] [12. A light switch for light signals as claimed in claims



19. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 1 7, wherein said?rst wavelength ofsaid light is shorter than said second wavelength ofsaid light. 20. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 1 7, wherein said?rst wavelength ofsaid light is longer than said second wavelength ofsaid light. 2]. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 15,



22. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 15, wherein said light ofsaid?rst wavelength is imposed upon a



is switched on and off] [6. A light switch as claimed in claims one, two, or three



that is actuated by the power of the switching light, which is a longer wavelength than the light signal via the channel that



18. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 1 7,



second wavelength ofsaid light.



B. Expanding into the light channel to close the light chan



pass. through the channel causing the off condition.]



ofsaidfirst wavelength. wherein said?rst wavelength ofsaid light is the same as said



tion.



[4. A light switch as claimed in claims one, two, or three



versing said channel and impinging on saidpiezoelec tric element to cause said expansion of said piezoelec



channel to a passage of light of a second wavelength. 1 7. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 15,



side that is composed of a piezoelectric material that responds to the electric ?eld in the light in the channel to A. Contract the piezoelectric wall of the channel to open up the channel to larger dimensions so that the light signal



wherein an axis of expansion ofsaid piezoelectric element is perpendicularly aligned with respect to a direction of



propagation oflight ofa?rst wavelength traversing said



of the light in the channel on the piece of piezoelectric



[3. An on and off switch for light signals in a channel comprising a compressible ?uid portion of the channel with a



channel to a passage of light of a second wavelength. 16. An on/o?‘switchfor light in a channel comprising: a transparent light channel; and a piezoelectric element, disposed within said transparent



55
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25. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 23, wherein said?rst wavelength ofsaid light is shorter than said second wavelength ofsaid light. 26. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 23, wherein said?rst wavelength ofsaid light is longer than said second wavelength ofsaid light. 27. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 16, wherein said channel is?lled with a compressible?uid.



28. An on/o? switch for light according to claim 16, wherein said light ofsaid?rst wavelength is imposed upon a conductor near said transparent light channel. *



*



*



*



*
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Portable light with stand 

Aug 1, 2001 - A portable light includes ?rst and second d.c. lamps. A ?rst housing ... position in Which the support forms a stand extending from an opposite ...
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... speed of light in air. v = Î»f All waves have an inverse relationship between wavelength and frequency. The ______ the frequency the smaller the wavelength ...
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Page 1 of 2. Green Light - Lorde. [Verse 1]. F#m A D. I do my makeup in somebody else's car. F#m A D. We order different drinks at the same bars. F#m A D. I know about what you did and I wanna scream the truth. F#m A D. She thinks you love the beach,
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... the draft results should be directed to the National Cooperative Highway Research. Program (NCHRP). â€¢ Program Manager: Amir Hanna. â€¢ [email protected].
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/Fax: 00351 914044074 â€“ www.artcorlight.com â€“ www.facebook.com/artcorlight. 3. Ficha tÃ©cnica dos BalcÃµes: - BalcÃµes: estrutura de ferro com cobertura em ...
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Let there be light - Experian 

This analysis examined the impact on the thickness of the consumer's credit file. (measured by the number ... 1For the purpose of this data analysis, Experian used the VantageScore 3.0 advanced credit scoring model, which produces a highly ...
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